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www.twsinteriors.com

Pamper yourself with the opulence of comfort… 

ONE STOP SHOP SOLUTION FOR ALL 

CORPORATE, COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 

FURNITURE & INTERIOR NEEDS



TWS INTERIORS is recognized nationally & internationally for creating workplace furnishings that 

inspire, evolve and endure. Our commitment to innovation and modern design has yielded a 

comprehensive portfolio of office systems, seating, files and storage, tables and desks, wood case goods, 

kitchen equipment’s, educational furniture’s, workstations, stainless steel Railings, truss & other related 

fabrications, total turnkey solutions to projects & even construction of Residential building’s & 

commercial complex’s and accessories.

Since our founding in 2003, trusted manufacturer, importer & exporter of all types of furniture’s, ONE 

STOP SHOP SOLUTION FOR ALL THE CORPORATE, COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL FURNITURE & INTERIOR 

NEEDS, design integrity has been our guiding principle as we offer insight into the way business is 

changing and into what’s possible—now and for the future.

TWS INTERIORS imports a select range of office furniture from Taiwan and Malaysia. The imports enable 

our customers to mix and match from a wider range of products to enhance their interiors and improve 

functionality.

TWS INTERIORS products are distinctive and inviting. They can be customized to suit the design 

philosophy of your environment. Since 2003,TWS has ensured that all its products are sustainable, 

imaginative and comfortable.

We believe good design is good business. Our commitment to modern design has yielded a 

comprehensive portfolio of furniture products and designed to provide enduring value and help clients 

shape their work spaces with imagination and vision. Good ergonomics foster work environments that 

are safe, facilitate effective performance and are easy to use.

TWS INTERIORS also maintains a national sales and support presence throughout, we’re more 

accessible to further ensure a rewarding collaboration to better understand your overall project 

objectives. When your project spans borders, time zones, languages and cultures, you can count on TWS 

to tie it all together. It’s this global consistency that sets us apart and keeps you moving ahead.

Our furniture innovations reflect a desire to be our customers’ market resource and to help them make 

smart furniture decisions. Our strong market understanding is why TWS customers throughout, 

continue to rely on our trusted expertise to create solutions that fit their environments, brilliantly.

ABOUT US

"A good company delivers excellent products and services, and a great company does all that 
and strives to make the world a better place."
                                                                                     ---- William Ford Jr., Chairman, Ford Motor Co.



PRODUCT RANGE

PATRONS 

ÝChairs 

ÝWorkstation Chair 

ÝHigh Back Chairs

ÝMedium Back Chairs

ÝLow Back Chairs

ÝVisitors Chairs

ÝPublic Seating

ÝCafeteria Chairs

ÝBar Stools

ÝExecutive Dinning

ÝAuditorium Chairs

ÝTraining Chairs

ÝWicker Chairs

ÝWorkstation 

ÝModular Workstation

ÝExecutive Workstation

ÝTables 

ÝExecutive Table

ÝComputer Table

ÝDiscussion Tables

ÝConference Tables

ÝReception Tables

ÝOccasional Tables

ÝCafeteria Tables

ÝTraining Tables

ÝLab Tables

ÝBar Counter Tables

ÝSoft Seating 

ÝSofa 

ÝSingle Seater

ÝTwo Seater

ÝThree Seater

ÝLounge Sofa

ÝSectional Sofa

ÝPouffies

ÝRelax Couch

ÝWicker Sofa

ÝStorage Unit 

ÝStorage Unit

ÝLockers

ÝShoe Racks

ÝInstitutional 

ÝKindergarten Furniture

ÝSchool Bench

ÝResidential

ÝCot 

ÝSingle Cot

ÝDouble Cot

ÝBunker Cot 

ÝDining Tables

ÝConsoles

ÝCrockery Set

ÝCoffee Tables

ÝEntertainment Units

ÝWardrobes

ÝKitchen Cabinets

ÝIntelligent Solution 

ÝPodium 

ÝMagazine Rack 

ÝCoat Stand 

ÝWall Hanging Units 

ÝDustbin 

ÝSports 

ÝOutdoor Furniture 

ÝLoungers 

ÝUmbrella 

ÝTensile 

ÝBeanbags

ÝRetail

ÝKitchen Equipment

ÝRailings & Cladding 

ÝRailings

ÝSheet Cladding

ÝGates

- and many more
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TRANSWORLD STAR 
"DWARASIMHA", # 926, 4th CROSS, 3rd PHASE

3rd BLOCK, BANASHANKARI 3rd STAGE

BANGALORE - 560 085, KARNATAKA, INDIA 

PHONE: +91 - 080 - 4205 6585

FAX:     +91 - 080 - 2669 7596 

E-MAIL: kashyap@twsinteriors.com

               transworldstar71@gmail.com

               jsnkashyap1@rediffmail.com

PROJECTS EXECUTED
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